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Honorable Representative, 

 

The Cabinet of the People’s Republic of China will be called into session on Thursday, November 

30, 2017 at the Hilton Hotel in Chicago, Illinois to discuss matters of national security and global 

importance. The following items have been included on the agenda: 

 

Topic 1 – Mediating the Dialogue Between the Republic of Korea and the DPRK  

Topic 2 – Protecting Strategic Regional Interests 

Topic 3 – Special Topics in Domestic Affairs  

 

For your reference, our staff archivists have compiled the following Background Guide to provide 

you with preliminary information regarding the topics that will be discussed in our upcoming 

session. Please read the following Guide and then continue your research in order to develop a 

viable policy platform with which to advise our Head of Government. 

 

Any attempt to disseminate the contents of this document outside of the Cabinet is a gross violation 

of Cabinet protocol and will be dealt with accordingly. 

 

If you have any questions regarding the operations of the committee meetings being held at 

Chicago International Model United Nations (CIMUN), please refer to the CIMUN MUN Toolkit 

which you have been provided. Should you have any questions concerning the content of your 

guide or questions on policy, you may consult with an official from the Department of Home 

Government by sending an email to homegovernment@cimun.org.  

 

 

Best of luck,  

 

 
 

Xi Jinping 

General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China 
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1 Topic 1 – Mediating the Dialogue Between the Republic of Korea and 

the DPRK 

“All relevant parties must maintain restraint and avoid words and deeds that would exacerbate 

the tension on the Korean Peninsula.” 

Xi Jinping 

1.1 Topic Overview 

It is vital for this cabinet to find the best way to address tensions between the DPRK and 

the ROK while solidifying our position in the region. Either a scenario where the DPRK regime 

collapses into chaos or an armed conflict could cause an influx of north Korean refugees into China 

through our 870-mile border. A potentially unified Korea under the Republic of Korea’s (South 

Korea) control could leave their nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles at their disposals. There 

are 35,000 United States (U.S.) troops in South Korea that could easily mobilize upwards to the 

Chinese border.1 The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) currently stands as a buffer 

between China and the U.S. and its allies. Chinese leadership may not love Kim Jong Un´s regime 

or their nuclear program, but it is a far better alternative to a unified Korean Peninsula with Seoul 

as the capital.   

Kim Jong Un holds a firm belief that under no circumstances will his country surrender its 

nuclear capability citing the fate of Libya´s Muammar Gaddafi and Iraq´s Saddam Hussein who 

“could not avoid facing doom” after giving up their nuclear weapons programs.2 

                                                            
1 Holmes, Olvier, “What is the US´s military presence near North Korea?”, August 9th 2017, 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/aug/09/what-is-the-us-militarys-presence-in-south-east-asia. 
2 Jae Hoon Sim, “What´s next for US and South Korea, as China stands by nuclear armed Kim Jong Un?”, 
http://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/article/2105071/what-next-us-and-south-korea-china-stands-
nuclear-armed-kim, August 2nd 2017. 
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The only way North Korea will shift its focus towards prosperity instead of self- 

preservation is when it no longer feels threatened by foreign powers. An American, South Korean 

and Japanese guarantee could be the only measure that would allow Kim Jong Un to concentrate 

on economic development and the overdue transformation of North Korea. Newly elected 

president Moon Jae-In has publicly defended the position that a closer relationship with the DPRK 

would be in the best benefit for Seoul. This cabinet must find a way to leverage both South Korea’s 

and the DPRK’s interests towards the position that best allows us to solidify our position as a 

power in the region and advocate for the drawback of the U.S. THAAD missile defense system.  

1.2 Historical Background 

China´s support for North Korea dates back to the Korean War when Chinese forces rushed 

the Peninsula to aid its northern communist allies. Following the war, China has given political 

and economic backing to all members of the Kim Family. In 1961, the Sino-North Korean Treaty 

of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance obliged China to militarily defend North Korea 

against any unprovoked foreign aggressions.  

Kim Jong Il’s accession to power was coupled with arduous times for the DPRK. The 

collapse of the Soviet Union three years earlier abruptly ended Moscow´s full support to the 

regime. This also came with a normalization of relations between China and South Korea and a 

cut back on subsidies to the DPRK. Massive floods hit causing great damage to their crops and the 

DPRK’s economy went into a tailspin. The country suffered a dreadful famine that accounted for 

the loss of thousands of lives. Jong Il asked it´s people to “endure” military first politics boosting 

defense spending and abandoning structural reforms. This military first strategy kept the regime 

afloat and the country intact at a high cost.  
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In 2003, the furthest level of dialogue up-to-date between involved powers aimed at denuclearizing 

NK took place in the form of the Six Party Talks. Negotiations between China, the United States, 

North and South Korea, Japan and Russia took place over several rounds of discussion but progress 

was constantly hindered by DPRK actions. China´s relationship started to strain when Pyongyang 

tested a Nuclear weapon in 2006 provoking a response from China in the form of a vote in favor 

of U.N Security Council resolution 1718 imposing sanctions. This vote in favor, along with those 

of resolutions 1874, 2094, 2270 and 2231 signaled a shift in Chinese tone from diplomacy and 

support to punishment. Nevertheless, China has thwarted certain punitive actions against North 

Korea over alleged human rights violations and attempted to block UN Security Council sessions 

in 2014 on the state’s human rights record. They only agreed to Resolution 1718 after revisions 

removed tough sanctions beyond those targeting luxury goods, The Chinese have always 

understood that sanctions targeting regular citizens could plunge the country into chaos and 

destabilize the country.3  

Progress halted in 2009 when Pyongyang walked out of negotiations and revealed a vast 

Uranium enrichment facility. In early 2012 under Kim Jong Un, it was announced that there would 

be a suspension of nuclear tests and allowed international inspectors to monitor in exchange for 

aid. This dialogue was reversed by the long-range missile launches of 2012 and 2013. China 

attempted to bring all parties involved back to the negotiating table and left their chief nuclear 

envoy to hold informal meetings between all six participants. These efforts were met with 

pushback from Japan, South Korea and the United States under the argument that for negotiations 

to continue, past commitments must be met.  

                                                            
3 Albert, Eleanor, “The China North Korea Relation”, July 5th 2017, https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-north-
korea-relationship. 
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Trade between China and the DPRK has also steadily increased. Trade between the two countries 

peaked at $6.86 billion in 2014. Bilateral trade increased tenfold between 2000 and 2015. China, 

Japan, South Korea, and the United States have provided more than 75 percent of food aid to North 

Korea since 1995, but donations from all countries except for China have shrunk significantly 

since the collapse of the Six Party Talks in 2009. 4 

Beijing’s relationship with South Korea began inauspiciously, with China backing the 

DPRK’s Kim Il Sung after his campaign to conquer the South in June 1950 faltered. This was an 

extreme undertaking for China who had just exited their own civil war a year ago. China did not 

participate in the initial invasion of South Korea and only intervened after U.S. General Douglas 

McArthur UN troops launched a counter invasion against the North virtually closing in on the 

Chinese border. Although combat was halted by an armistice in July 1953, formal peace never 

came and was followed by decades of a cold shoulder interactions.5 Only in 1992 did China´s Den 

Xiaoping and South Korea finally initiate diplomatic relations as a part of a more pragmatic foreign 

Policy based in economic interest rather than Communist Ideology. With the end of one of the last 

cold-war rivalries, aside from a trade balance surplus, it was expected for Beijing to act as an 

intermediary between the two Korean states and push Pyongyang to agree to international 

inspections of nuclear installations.6 This south Korean intention for China was met with 

ambiguity. China was willing to benefit from the newfound relationship but understood that it 

would have to bet through dialogue amongst the Koreas. 

   

                                                            
4 Ibid ed.  
5 Bandow Doug, “ China shouldn’t treat South Korea as an enemy”, April 22nd 2017.  
6 Wudunn, Sheryl, “China and South Korea Planning To Establish Diplomatic Relations”, August 23rd 1992.  
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1.3 Current Situation 

On September 3rd 2015, Chinese-South Korean relations seemed to be at its peak when 

president Park Geun Hye attended a military parade on Tiananmen Square commemorating the 

anniversary of the victory of the Chinese War of Resistance against Japanese Aggression. Of the 

23 heads of state in attendance, Park was the only U.S. ally and took the opportunity to meet with 

President Xi Jinping. During the parade, she stood at Jinping´s right flank opposite Russian 

President Vladimir Putin underlying her determination for a closer relationship with Beijing while 

distancing Seoul from Washington and Tokyo.  

Chinese and South Korean bilateral relations took a downturn in July 2016 after President Park 

decision to deploy the Terminal High Altitude Air Defense system on the eastern Gyeongsang 

province citing the reason to be Pyongyang´s increasing nuclear threat. Beijing stated that this 

would “cause grave damage to the strategic and security interest of neighboring countries and 

upset strategic balance in the region”.7 

Following the Park Geun-Hye impeachment, relations between South Korea and China 

seemed to be heading towards improvement with the election of liberal Moon Jae-in. He 

understood South Korea's position as caught in the middle between the USA and China. The USA 

is their main ally but China its main trading partner, trading more with them than with Japan the 

USA combined.8 There are $300 billion worth of bilateral trade and plus cross border flow of 

people in the millions. Since taking office Park pursued a more independent foreign policy and 

redefine Seoul´s positions suggesting a more accommodating position towards China. Beijing will 

seek to benefit from this stance of openness towards the DPRK and walk back from Park´s stance 

                                                            
7 Tao Xie, “How did China lose South Korea?”, http://thediplomat.com/2017/03/how-did-china-lose-south-korea/, 
March 9th 2017.  
8 Huang, Cary, “Why a rising moon bodes well for South Korea relations with China”, May 28th 2017, 
http://www.scmp.com/week-asia/opinion/article/2095783/why-rising-moon-bodes-well-china-korea-relations. 
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against their communist neighbors. There were even conversation of revisiting former president 

Kim Dae-jung´s “Sunshine Policy” towards a greater political engagement with Pyongyang. Due 

to recent developments, it seems unlikely that Moon will scrap the THAAD missile system but his 

scepticism seems a solid stance from where to engage in potential negotiations for its removal.  

In the latest U.N Resolution 2371, China voted in favor of sanctions that could slash the DPRK $3 

billion annual export revenue by a third. On August 7th, Foreign Minister Wang Yi reiterated the 

Chinese commitment to its opposition of the DPRK´s continued missile tests and acknowledges it 

will be China´s responsibility to implement said sanctions.9 China provides the DPRK with most 

of its food and energy supplies and accounts for upwards of 90 percent of the DPRK’s total trade 

volume.  

Conversely, China’s purchases from its neighbor include minerals, seafood, and 

manufactured garments. In the first quarter of 2017, trade between China and the DPRK was up 

37.4% percent from the same period in 2016.10 

1.4 Bloc Positions 

1.4.1 Japan 

Japanese maintains a good relationship with South Korea, which dates to the 7th Century when 

the Paekche Kingdom, positioned in the South West of the Peninsula, provided an opening for 

Japanese civilization to enter the mainland continent in exchange for military support for their 

ongoing struggle with fellow Korean Kingdoms.   

In contrast, Japan’s turbulent relationship with the DPRK has been at the forefront of its 

security consciousness and a key issue on its alliances with foreign powers. The DPRK’s nuclear 

                                                            
9“We´ll take a hit from North Korea Sanctions peace says China”, http://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-
defence/article/2105875/well-take-hit-north-korea-sanctions-peace-says-china, August 8th 2017.  
10 Ibid Em. 
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and ballistic missile programs have been central to a post-Cold War shift in Japan´s security 

attitude towards an increasing direct military cooperation with the U.S. and greater self-

sufficiency. 

Following the second World War, Japan adopted a “pacifist” military policy and through the 

United States-Japanese Security Treaty of 1951, they codified the U.S. commitment to defend 

Japan against all external aggressors in exchange for American use of Japanese military bases. 

During the 1970´s and 1980´s the leading struggle among them was the so called North Korean 

“abduction” of 17 Japanese citizens. At the turn of the century Japanese Prime Minister  Koizumi 

saw an opportunity to resolve the “abduction issue” and visited Pyongyang on Sept. 17 2002. He 

agreed on the necessity to establish a fruitful relationship between Japan and NK through the 

reconciliation of their past. This softening of relations dissipated as the DPRK admitted to the 

kidnappings and confirmation of 15 abductions, 8 of them dead. 11 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has reiterated its support towards president Donald Trump, a key 

ally in the current instability. He has emphasized the need for China to pressure the North Korean 

regime and bring them to the negotiating table wary of missile launches flying over their territory. 

In early August at a press briefing in Tokyo he stated: 

"We have made consistent efforts to resolve the North Korean problem in a peaceful manner, 

but North Korea has ignored that entirely and escalated the situation in a one-sided way. The 

international community, starting with China and Russia, must take this obvious fact seriously and 

increase pressure."12 

 

                                                            
11 Sidiqqui Samee, “Contemporary Japanese-North Korean Relations”, 14 July 2014, Al Jazeera, 
http://studies.aljazeera.net/en/reports/2014/07/201471463636626619.html. 
12 “China and Russia must do more to stop North Korea, says Japan´s Shinzo Abe”, 31 Jul 2017, Business Day.  
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1.5 United States 

The US has been the de-facto protector of Japan and South Korea ever since the start of the 

1950 Korean War. They have pushed the DPRK to give up its nuclear weapons program in return 

for aid, diplomatic recognition, and normalization of relations. However, in contrast to Beijing, 

they work under the assumption that pressuring the regime will change their behavior. They have 

constantly pressured China to exert more pressure on the DPRK. Presidential Executive orders and 

congressional moves impose sanctions on countries, firms or individuals contributing to finance 

nuclear and missile development. They claim to be the stabilizing force in East Asia and to 

maintain regional security were in the necessity to deploy the THAAD System in march 2017.  

Former President Barack Obama steered away from direct talks with Pyongyang amid their 

missile and nuclear tests and instead aimed policy to pressure the regime into committing to 

denuclearization and swaying China to toughen its stance. The administration of Donald J. Trump 

shook up their position towards North Korea. They have shifted from patience to an “all options 

are on the table” alluding to preemptive military strikes and a promise of “fire and fury”. The U.S. 

has stepped up joint exercises with allies Japan and South Korea and dispatched U.S. carrier groups 

near North Korea as a show of force. In addition to this they have plans on the docket to leverage 

China's economic influence over NK and discuss sanctions on Chinese Banks financing North 

Korean companies. Beijing understands that such economic pressures could further alienate 

Pyongyang and drive it to rash military actions. Quoting the U.S. President's tweet: 

“I am very disappointed in China. ...they do NOTHING for us with North Korea, just talk. We 

will no longer allow this to continue. China could easily solve this problem!”                
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1.5.1 Russia 

Following the 1953 Korean War division of the Peninsula, the U.S.S.R had little contact with 

South Korea through a “freeze” policy behind a full-fledged backing of Pyongyang. Beginning 

with Gorbachev dramatic foreign policy reform. Nearing the end of his term he reduced defense, 

industrial, food and energy support practically to zero. While at the same time carried out a 

rapprochement with South Korea being rewarded with a $1.65 billion in credits to assist their 

declining economy. 

During the Soviet dissolution in 1991, Boris Yeltsin carried on the pro-South Korean line 

curbing Russian Ties to Pyongyang. Moscow allowed their security agreement to rescind, 

eliminating all Russian military involvement from any scenarios of a renewed treaty. Trade 

dropped from $3.5 billion in 1988 to below $100 million by mid 90s, opposed to South Korean 

trade that surged to $3.2 in the same timeframe.13 By late 1990 Moscow began to reassess its stance 

on the Korean Peninsula in the search of a more “balanced” approach mainly behind their 

exclusion of the Four Party talks. Under President Vladimir Putin, a recognition took place of key 

political and economic objectives in East Asia. The foundation for this was reducing tensions, 

reestablishing their presence and acknowledging that this goals could not be achieved without re-

engagement with the DPRK.  

Russia also stands to benefit from a prolific trade relationship with South Korea. In 2016, the 

trade balance between them was worth $17 billion dollars mainly driven by petroleum, coal, gas, 

cars and their components.14 There´s an ambitious project on the table to connect South Korea to 

the rest of the continent by a connection of the Trans-Siberian Railroad through the DPRK into the 

                                                            
13 Moltz Clay, “DPRK Briefing Book: Russian Policy on the North Korean Nuclear Crisis”, Center for Non-
proliferations studies.  
14 Observatory of Economic Complexity, http://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/profile/country/kor/.  
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South Korean port of Goseong. Russia is highly concerned about the recent turn of events and 

what it perceives as an escalation of tensions over the DPRK’s nuclear and missile programs, 

which the state believes to be perpetuated by the United States.  

In a rare display of force on August 24th, Putin sent nuclear capable bombers to fly around the 

Korean Peninsula at the same time the joint military exercise between South Korea and U.S.A took 

place.15  

1.6 Discussion Questions 

● Despite the current situation, under what circumstance could Moon Jae-In return to a more 

open policy towards dialogue with North Korea? 

● Kim Jong Un´s actions have faltered our position to negotiate with South Korea. What is 

the best value option to rein them in? 

● Under what circumstance would Pyongyang be willing to resume a revised the Six Party 

Talks? 

● Considering the U.S. erratic behavior, how can China further its rapprochement with 

Seoul? 

1.7 Key Terms 

● THAAD  

1.8 Resources 

● Holmes, Olvier, “What is the US´s military presence near North Korea?”, August 9th 2017, 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/aug/09/what-is-the-us-militarys-presence-in-

south-east-asia. 

                                                            
15 Osborn Andrew, “Russian nuclear bombers fly near North Korea in rare show of force”, Aug 24th 2017, Reuters, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-southkorea-bombers-idUSKCN1B40MP.  
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● Jae Hoon Sim, “What´s next for US and South Korea, as China stands by nuclear armed 

Kim Jong Un?”, http://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/article/2105071/what-

next-us-and-south-korea-china-stands-nuclear-armed-kim, August 2nd 2017. 

● Albert, Eleanor, “The China North Korea Relation”, July 5th 2017, 

https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-north-korea-relationship. 

●  Tao Xie, “How did China lose South Korea?”, http://thediplomat.com/2017/03/how-did-

china-lose-south-korea/, March 9th 2017.  

●  Huang, Cary, “Why a rising moon bodes well for South Korea relations with China”, May 

28th 2017, http://www.scmp.com/week-asia/opinion/article/2095783/why-rising-moon-

bodes-well-china-korea-relations. 

● “We´ll take a hit from North Korea Sanctions peace says China”, 

http://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2105875/well-take-hit-

north-korea-sanctions-peace-says-china, August 8th 2017. 

● Sidiqqui Samee, “Contemporary Japanese-North Korean Relations”, 14 July 2014, Al 

Jazeera, http://studies.aljazeera.net/en/reports/2014/07/201471463636626619.html. 

● “China and Russia must do more to stop North Korea, says Japan´s Shinzo Abe”, 31 Jul 

2017, Business Day. 
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Center for Non-proliferations studies. 

● Observatory of Economic Complexity, http://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/profile/country/kor/.  
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2 Topic 2 – Protecting Strategic Regional Interests 

2.1 Topic Overview 

In many respects, the People’s Republic of China position as the dominant power in the 

region is looking more secure than ever. Military occupation of islands and island reclamation of 

over 2900 acres has gone mostly unchallenged, the ROC is diplomatically and militarily isolated, 

and a campaign of economic goodwill has caused an about face in the formerly combative 

Philippines government. The death of the TPP paves the way for RECP trade negotiations, Chinese 

aid for the Marawi Crisis rehabilitation has been met with enthusiastic gratitude, and the BRI 

initiative seeks to complete over 900 projects in 60 countries along a “new silk road.”  

Nevertheless U.S. military aid and Freedom of Navigation operations still serve as a 

counterweight to PRC influence and historical enemies like Vietnam still view China with 

suspicion if not hostility.  The RECP negotiations are underway but face roadblocks from the likes 
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of Singapore and Japan due to not directly addressing aspects like foreign direct investment. BRI 

and the China Development Bank and Silk Road Fund have faced roadblocks for major 

infrastructure projects, such as the stalled Myitsone dam, and Vietnam has shown a new vigor in 

fighting PRC SCS claims.   

The PRC must act along several fronts to de-escalate potential for conflict in the region 

and mend strained relations with its neighbors while protecting power projection capabilities and 

resource exploitation opportunities.  

2.2 South China Sea Conflict: 

16 17 

                                                            
16 http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/12/16/505850933/china-seizes-unmanned-u-s-

underwater-vehicle-in-international-waters 

17 https://medium.com/world-economic-forum/south-china-sea-tensions-whats-going-on-586243185a69 
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2.2.1 Historical Background 

The root of the conflict of the South China Sea, especially the contested islands in the 

region, is that many countries have competing claims under international law established by the 

UNCLOS. Adding to this uncertainty, is that China cites a historical claim to the sea (the nine-

dash line claim), which directly conflicts with the international law.  

2.2.1.1 9-Dash Line 

The 9-Dash line, as shown in the map above, outlines the extent of both PRC and ROC 

claims in the SCS. The line was first released in 1947 and draws strength from historical records 

of Chinese fisherman and settlers. The line “rarely appears in official Chinese media” and is no 

clear consensus on what the line claims, whether the entire maritime area or just the rocks and 

islands in the sea. The 9-dash line and Chinese historical records as tools for claiming sovereignty 

over disputed islands were invalidated by the 2016 PCA ruling in Philippines v. China. The ruling 

claimed that the line had “no legal basis” for maritime claim, however the PRC rejected the ruling 

as biased and their claim to all disputed islands continues. 18 19  

International law and regional agreements on exploitation of marine resources: The 3rd 

United Nations Conference on the Laws of the Sea(UNCLOS III), in 1974, culminated in the UN 

Convention on the Laws of the Sea(UNCLOS). The UNCLOS is considered the “constitution of 

the ocean.20” The convention defined maritime rules in one document for over 150 countries. Of 

relevant interest to the PRC and the SCS dispute are clauses that:  

                                                            
18 http://time.com/4412191/nine-dash-line-9-south-china-sea/  

19 http://globalnation.inquirer.net/140947/key-points-arbitral-tribunal-decision-verdict-award-philippines-

china-maritime-dispute-unclos-arbitration-spratly-islands-scarborough  

20 http://legal.un.org/avl/ha/uncls/uncls.html  

http://time.com/4412191/nine-dash-line-9-south-china-sea/
http://globalnation.inquirer.net/140947/key-points-arbitral-tribunal-decision-verdict-award-philippines-china-maritime-dispute-unclos-arbitration-spratly-islands-scarborough
http://globalnation.inquirer.net/140947/key-points-arbitral-tribunal-decision-verdict-award-philippines-china-maritime-dispute-unclos-arbitration-spratly-islands-scarborough
http://legal.un.org/avl/ha/uncls/uncls.html
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● Enshrine a 12 nautical mile territorial breadth, contiguous zone of up to 12 nautical 

miles, and a 200 nautical mile EEZ from baseline. 

● Allow coastal states the right to their continental shelf for exploration and exploitation 

of up to 200 miles with provision for wealth sharing after 200 miles.  

● Assert that “rocks which could not sustain human habitation or economic life of their 

own would have no economic zone or continental shelf.” This is of particular 

importance with regards to occupied Spratly islands and outposts.  

● Place responsibility of States of “settling by peaceful means their disputes concerning 

the interpretation or application of the Convention” 

● Allow for resolution of conflicts by “submission to the International Tribunal for the 

Law of the Sea established under the Convention, to the International Court of Justice, 

or to arbitration” Note that this applies only to interpretation of the clauses in UNCLOS. 

For matters of island sovereignty, of which UNCLOS makes no mention, the ITLOS 

has no role.  

The ASEAN 2002 Declaration on Conduct of Parties(DOC) was signed in 2002 by all 

ASEAN member nations and the PRC. This non-binding declaration intended to defuse tension 

over the disputed islands.21  

Article 10 says: “The Parties concerned reaffirm that the adoption of a code of conduct in 

the South China Sea would further promote peace and stability in the region and agree to work, on 

the basis of consensus, towards the eventual attainment of this objective.”  

 

                                                            
21https://academic.oup.com/chinesejil/article-abstract/2/1/311/358044/More-Than-a-Declaration-A-
Commentary-on-the?redirectedFrom=PDF  

https://academic.oup.com/chinesejil/article-abstract/2/1/311/358044/More-Than-a-Declaration-A-Commentary-on-the?redirectedFrom=PDF
https://academic.oup.com/chinesejil/article-abstract/2/1/311/358044/More-Than-a-Declaration-A-Commentary-on-the?redirectedFrom=PDF
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Some ASEAN member states, Japan and Vietnam primarily, have pushed for the adoption 

of a new binding code of conduct. Beijing has mostly pushed back on these calls, preferring the 

flexibility of bilateral talks directly with each of the countries, however there is a strong push from 

the PRC to accept these talks for a new code 

of conduct. This would both ensure Chinese 

interests are represented and allow China to 

present itself as a compassionate neighbor 

who seeks to resolve this conflict to the 

benefit of all involved.   

2.2.1.2 Disputed islands 

a) Spratly Islands:  

The Spratly islands are the most 

contested series of islands in the SCS 

with claims by Brunei, China, Taiwan, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam. All claimants 

except Brunei currently occupy at least one outpost or island.22 The PRC holds 7 features in 

the Spratly islands. Four of these seven features were originally low-tide elevations (which are 

not entitled to an EEZ) before 2013 land reclamation efforts turned them into islands. Vietnam 

owns 21 features and ROC owns and administrates the strategically important Itu Aba island. 

Note that the longer the PRC can hold and administrate these islands the better their claim to 

sovereignty becomes, since PRC claims are based on historical claims rather than proximity. 

The Spratly islands have large amounts of natural gas and oil and are central to regional trade, 

                                                            
22 http://thediplomat.com/2016/05/south-china-sea-who-claims-what-in-the-spratlys/   

http://thediplomat.com/2016/05/south-china-sea-who-claims-what-in-the-spratlys/
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but the main benefit to ownership 

would be the central location and the 

ability to claim island EEZ’s. 23 24 

b) Paracel Islands:  

This group of coral islands has a 

high potential for oil reserves and 

fishing, as well as a strategic central 

location.25 In 1974 PRC invaded the 

archipelago and took control of the 

entire archipelago from Vietnam, 

placing it under control of the Sansha municipal government. 26 Since then Beijing has built 

“harbors, helipads, and an air base.”27 The islands are also claimed by Vietnam and the ROC. 

A 2014 diplomatic issue ensued when a chinese state owned oil rig started exploratory work 

in the region. Philippines increased their naval presence and stressed their outrage causing the 

oil rig to pull out ahead of schedule but work is expected to continue.28 

c) Scarborough Shoal:  

This resource-rich ring of reefs is claimed by the Philippines, the PRC, and the ROC. 

Chinese claim is based on a long history of fishing in the area while the Philippines claim is 

                                                            
23 http://energyinasiablog.com/2011/10/the-spratly-islands-dispute-defining-sea-lane-security/  

24 http://www.ruthfullyyours.com/2016/03/06/alistair-pope-beijing-and-the-south-china-sea/ 

25 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/pf.html  

26 http://www.scmp.com/topics/paracel-islands  

27 http://www.scmp.com/topics/paracel-islands 

28 http://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1555221/china-says-oil-rig-finishes-mission-waters-vietnam 

http://energyinasiablog.com/2011/10/the-spratly-islands-dispute-defining-sea-lane-security/
http://www.ruthfullyyours.com/2016/03/06/alistair-pope-beijing-and-the-south-china-sea/
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/pf.html
http://www.scmp.com/topics/paracel-islands
http://www.scmp.com/topics/paracel-islands
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1555221/china-says-oil-rig-finishes-mission-waters-vietnam
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based on the islands being included inside their 200-mile EEZ. In April 2012, China took 

advantage of a standoff and effectively took control of the shoal, blockading Philippines’ 

access and fishing rights. In 2015, Chinese navy boats used water cannons on Philippines 

fishing vessels and seized their catch.29 This led to a sharp downturn in Philippines-Chinese 

relations, a downturn that culminated in the Philippines initiating legal arbitration with the 

PCA (Permanent Court of Arbitration) to judge the validity of PRC 9-dash claims in the 

Scarborough Shoal and throughout the entire SCS. The 2016 PCA ruling sided firmly with the 

Philippines, a setback to PRC ambitions.30 Beijing rejected the PCA ruling, but a relaxation of 

the fishing blockade and the return of Philippines fishers show a more nuanced approach than 

the 2012 standoff. On his part, President Duterte unequivocally claims the Shoal for the 

Philippines but has been very conciliatory in his approach to the islands, refusing to increase 

naval presence or ask the U.S. for help.  

d) Diayou islands:  

Known as the Senkaku islands by the Japanese, these 

islands were incorporated into Japan in the late 19th 

century. ROC and PRC claims to the island are based on 

historical documents showing the island belonged to the 

Chinese empire as far back as the 15th century. Recent 

surveys of the area point to valuable oil reserves in the 

region and the large amount of international trade that 

passes through the area make the Diayou islands a strong priority for PRC development. In 

                                                            
29 http://thediplomat.com/2016/11/south-china-sea-what-exactly-has-changed-at-scarborough-shoal/  

30 http://thediplomat.com/2016/06/did-a-us-line-in-the-sand-at-scarborough-shoal-just-wash-away/  

http://thediplomat.com/2016/11/south-china-sea-what-exactly-has-changed-at-scarborough-shoal/
http://thediplomat.com/2016/06/did-a-us-line-in-the-sand-at-scarborough-shoal-just-wash-away/
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2012 Japan purchased some of the remaining Diayou private islands that it did not yet control 

and this inflamed tensions. China followed up by announcing a new Air Defense Identification 

Zone(ADIZ) that included some of the disputed islands and conflicted with Japan’s existing 

ADIZ. This raises the frightening possibility of unintentional military violence between the 

two countries. 31 32  

e) Macclesfield Bank:  

This atoll is one of the largest in the world and is surrounded by rich fishing waters. The 

bank is under administration of the PRC Sansha municipal government since 2012, however it 

is also claimed by the Philippines under the Zambales provincial government.33 PRC seizure 

of the bank has sparked diplomatic complaints and protests, however Duterte and the 

Philippines have mostly followed a policy of de-escalation and negotiation.  

f) Pratas Island:  

This uninhabited atoll has a rich supply of salt, minerals, and fishing and is controlled by 

the ROC. Its strategic location serves as an outpost for the ROC navy. Given that the PRC 

considers ROC as part of its sovereign territory, by extension the PRC also claims the Pratas 

islands.34 

                                                            
31https://www.economist.com/news/asia/21590974-china-escalates-dispute-angering-japan-and-unnerving-its-
neighbours-regional-turbulence 

32 https://intpolicydigest.org/2016/08/01/senkaku-islands-dispute/ 

33 http://globalnation.inquirer.net/43171/philippines-protests-china%E2%80%99s-moving-in-on-

macclesfield-bank  

34 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP08C01297R000300180026-4.pdf  

https://www.economist.com/news/asia/21590974-china-escalates-dispute-angering-japan-and-unnerving-its-neighbours-regional-turbulence
https://www.economist.com/news/asia/21590974-china-escalates-dispute-angering-japan-and-unnerving-its-neighbours-regional-turbulence
https://intpolicydigest.org/2016/08/01/senkaku-islands-dispute/
http://globalnation.inquirer.net/43171/philippines-protests-china%E2%80%99s-moving-in-on-macclesfield-bank
http://globalnation.inquirer.net/43171/philippines-protests-china%E2%80%99s-moving-in-on-macclesfield-bank
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP08C01297R000300180026-4.pdf
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2.2.2 Current Situation 

Top PRC priorities include reducing American involvement in the area, repairing frayed 

relations with Vietnam and other claimants, avoiding military engagement, and of course not 

ceding any SCS claims.  

Our response to the PCA arbitration, calling the arbitration invalid and ignoring it, has thus 

far avoided any concrete consequences but it would be wise to keep a low profile so as being 

painted as a lawless aggressor. Conflicting ADIZ zones with Japan in the Daioyu region are a 

military confrontation waiting to happen and resolution of the dispute should be front and center.  

Land reclamation efforts, particularly in the Paracel and Spratly islands, are vital to claim these as 

islands rather than uninhabited rocks (and thus claim the 200 mile EEZ), however discretion and 

subtlety are, as always, important to ensure land reclamation efforts and outpost building don’t 

come under too much international scrutiny.  

And lastly, the establishment of an ASEAN binding Code of Conduct is of course not ideal, 

as Chinese influence is much more powerful in one-on-one bilateral talks than in multi-lateral 

negotiations but we also can’t afford to be sidelined and with a strong set of priorities we could 

even benefit from vigorous regional discussions.  

Key Terms 

● EEZ 35 

● Territorial Breadth (also known as territorial sea) 

● Contiguous Waters 

● UNCLOS 36 

                                                            
35 https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=884 

36 http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/convention_overview_convention.htm 

https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=884
http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/convention_overview_convention.htm
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● ITLOS 37 

● DOC  

● ADIZ 38 

● ASEAN 

● Sansha City 39 

● ILC 40 

● ICJ  

● FONOP’s  

2.3 China’s “Go Out” economic muscle and regional trade possibilities 

2.3.1 Historical Background 

The Belt Road Initiative and the pursuit of the RECP trade deal signal the pinnacle of a 

PRC foreign policy shift that started in the 1990’s. The 1999 “Go Out Policy” switched China’s 

role as a historic receiver of Foreign Direct Investment(FDI) to a major investor of infrastructure 

throughout the region. Since 1999 the trade “between China and ASEAN members has risen 

tenfold41” Encouraging firms to move operations and investments internationally allowed 2014 

outbound investments to reach 130 Billion USD.42 In 2010 the China-ASEAN Free Trade Are 

                                                            
37 https://www.itlos.org/en/the-tribunal/ 

 

38 http://thediplomat.com/2016/09/south-china-sea-the-case-against-an-adiz/  

39 http://world.time.com/2012/07/24/chinas-newest-city-raises-threat-of-conflict-in-the-south-china-sea/  

40 http://legal.un.org/ilc/ 

41 http://thediplomat.com/2017/05/chinas-southeast-asia-gambit/  

42 http://thediplomat.com/2014/12/china-urges-companies-to-go-global/  

https://www.itlos.org/en/the-tribunal/
http://thediplomat.com/2016/09/south-china-sea-the-case-against-an-adiz/
http://world.time.com/2012/07/24/chinas-newest-city-raises-threat-of-conflict-in-the-south-china-sea/
http://legal.un.org/ilc/
http://thediplomat.com/2017/05/chinas-southeast-asia-gambit/
http://thediplomat.com/2014/12/china-urges-companies-to-go-global/
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(CAFTA) created the third largest regional free trade area, after the EU and NAFTA.43 PRC 

exports soared, overtaking Germany as the world’s largest exporter.  

In 2013 the PRC outlined a One Belt One Road initiative connecting China with “countries 

along the ancient silk road.”44 This initiative attracted 68 countries seeking their piece of the 

roughly 150B annual investment in high speed railways, roads, hydroelectric projects, and other 

infrastructure. What’s in it for China? This initiative will create markets for Chinese cement, steel, 

and other metals. Aside from the markets for raw commodities that these projects create they also 

improve China’s public profile, create work for Chinese firms and construction companies, and 

help out China’s struggling power sector.45 The BRI has faced more than its share of problems 

however, whether from the environmentalists who protest against hydroelectric projects in Laos 

and Cambodia or lack of funding for the Jakarta Bandung High Speed rail, or the fact that only 7% 

of planned Chinese investment in Indonesia has been realized.46 The ethos of the BRI project is to 

“build a human community with a shared destiny” and promote China’s “peaceful rise” but no 

amount of money can overcome the concerns of local communities and the corruption and 

mismanagement that have plagued high profile projects up until now.  

The death of the TPP, an ambitious pacific rim trade deal that included the U.S and Japan 

but noticeably not China, leaves open the question of what’s next for regional trade in the Pacific.47 

The TPP would have been “the largest regional trade accord in history” controlling 40% of global 

                                                            
43 http://www.eai.nus.edu.sg/publications/files/BB519.pdf  

44 https://www.cigionline.org/publications/deeper-look-chinas-going-out-policy  

45 https://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2017/05/economist-explains-11  

46 http://thediplomat.com/2017/05/chinas-southeast-asia-gambit/  

47 https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/business/tpp-explained-what-is-trans-pacific-

partnership.html?mcubz=3  

http://www.eai.nus.edu.sg/publications/files/BB519.pdf
https://www.cigionline.org/publications/deeper-look-chinas-going-out-policy
https://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2017/05/economist-explains-11
http://thediplomat.com/2017/05/chinas-southeast-asia-gambit/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/business/tpp-explained-what-is-trans-pacific-partnership.html?mcubz=3
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/business/tpp-explained-what-is-trans-pacific-partnership.html?mcubz=3
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GDP and pushing back on China economic influence in the region. The TPP without U.S. backing 

is effectively dead and this presents an opportunity for the PRC to talk trade with formerly reticent 

trade partners.  
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The main alternative to the TPP is the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership(RCEP) 

that includes all ASEAN members, India, China, Australia, South Korea, and New Zealand. 

Noticeably it excludes the U.S.48 The RCEP would cover almost half of the world’s population 

and around 30% of global GDP. The RCEP has been in negotiations since 2012, the relevant points 

of contention being: 49 

1) China’s massive trade surpluses: Smaller manufacturing heavy countries may not see the 

PRC as a reliable group of consumers as opposed to say American consumers who 

regularly run trade deficits. Moreover some countries worry that their own markets might 

be flooded with PRC goods.  

2) The RCEP currently lacks the stringent IP Transparency, Environmental standards, and 

dispute resolution clauses that the TPP included. It also doesn’t address important aspects 

like Foreign Direct Investment. Expect Singapore, Japan, and Australia to push for the 

RCEP to include many of these provisions that can help protect member nations from the 

inherent problems of trading with nations of different development levels. 

2.3.2 Current Situation 

The BRI initiative is a chance to spread our economic influence throughout the region, but 

high profile mismanagement of funds and projects must be avoided. As an example the 

government of Myanmar is considering whether or not to continue with the suspended 3.6B USD 

Myitsone Dam after intense opposition from locals. Political pressure could be placed on the 

                                                            
48 http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/rcep/Pages/regional-comprehensive-economic-partnership.aspx  

49 https://amti.csis.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/tpp_rcep2.jpg 

https://www.graphicnews.com/links/gn_swf/swf-35000-35499/GN35344R_EN/GN35344-Artboard_1.png 

http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/rcep/Pages/regional-comprehensive-economic-partnership.aspx
https://amti.csis.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/tpp_rcep2.jpg
https://www.graphicnews.com/links/gn_swf/swf-35000-35499/GN35344R_EN/GN35344-Artboard_1.png
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government to lift the suspension or we could decide that that would only poison future project 

opportunities and explore other Hydroelectric options in Myanmar.  

The RCEP negotiations are underway, spurred on by the unraveling of the TPP, and 

political momentum is on our side. Nevertheless concessions must be made to Singapore, Taiwan, 

and Australia in the forms of TPP-esque protection provisions and smaller nations in ASEAN 

should be assured of the dependability of Chinese consumers and that their local markets will not 

be flooded with goods.   

2.3.3 Key Terms 

● OBOR – One Belt One Road  

● BRI – Belt & Road Initiative  

● AIIB – Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank  

● TPP – Trans Pacific Partnership  

● RCEP – Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

● Fukuda Doctrine  

2.4 ROC Militarization and One China Policy 

2.4.1 Historical Background  

The official position of the PRC regarding the ROC, also known as Taiwan, is found in the 

One-China Principle which states that “there is only one China in the world, Taiwan is a part of 

China and the government of the PRC is the sole legal government representing the whole of 

China.”50 Towards that end it is a priority to ensure that the ROC remain diplomatically and 

militarily isolated.  

 

                                                            
50 https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/one-china-policy-primer-web-final.pdf  

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/one-china-policy-primer-web-final.pdf
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From a diplomatic front, the ROC is recognized as the legal country of China by 21 states, 

whereas the PRC is recognized by several times that number. Nevertheless the U.S. has maintained 

informal relations with the ROC and the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979 stresses American 

willingness to provide Taiwan with defensive arms and to protect their ally in the event of 

aggression.51  

2.4.2 Current Situation 

Two recent developments merit consideration. The first is the unveiling of the 2017 U.S.-

Taiwan Arms Package, an aid package estimated at 1.42 Billion USD in value52. The arms package 

includes missiles, torpedoes, and support for an early warning radar system. This sale, which 

awaits final congressional approval, heightens Sino-American tensions.53 The PRC should 

pressure President Trump to reverse or reduce this deal, stressing the importance of good relations 

between our two countries, especially with the issue of North Korea’s nuclear program front and 

center. Lu Kang, the PRC foreign ministry spokesperson had this to say: “We urge the United 

States to fully recognize the serious harmfulness of the relevant clauses in the act, and should not 

allow then into law, and not turn back the wheel of history to avoid damaging the broad picture of 

Sino-U.S. cooperation.” 

The second recent issue is the formal diplomatic complaint that the PRC lodged with 

Singapore after a seizure of 9 Singaporean military vehicles on route from Taiwan back home.54 

The issue stems back to a 1974 secret agreement between Singapore and Taiwan to allow SAF 

                                                            
51 https://www.ait.org.tw/our-relationship/policy-history/key-u-s-foreign-policy-documents-region/taiwan-

relations-act/  

52 http://time.com/4840750/us-taiwan-arms-sale/  

53 http://www.cnn.com/2017/06/29/politics/us-arms-sale-taiwan-trump/index.html  

54 http://thediplomat.com/2016/11/china-protests-singapores-military-exercise-with-taiwan/  

https://www.ait.org.tw/our-relationship/policy-history/key-u-s-foreign-policy-documents-region/taiwan-relations-act/
https://www.ait.org.tw/our-relationship/policy-history/key-u-s-foreign-policy-documents-region/taiwan-relations-act/
http://time.com/4840750/us-taiwan-arms-sale/
http://www.cnn.com/2017/06/29/politics/us-arms-sale-taiwan-trump/index.html
http://thediplomat.com/2016/11/china-protests-singapores-military-exercise-with-taiwan/
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units to train on ROC soil55 Singapore had no space to conduct military exercises and so sent 

“nearly 20,000 units to Taiwan on a yearly basis,”56 a practice that continued despite Singapore’s 

official recognition of the PRC as China in 1990. Beijing has understandably not been overly happy 

with this arrangement, a practice that threatens the diplomatic isolation of the ROC, but had 

allowed the practice to continue without any public action. That is until they seized a shipment of 

SAF ICV’s during a routine Hong Kong customs stop in 2016. This public display by the PRC 

threatens China-Singapore relations but is an opportunity to reinforce the idea that collaboration 

with Taiwan will not be tolerated.  

A Foreign Ministry spokesperson released this statement: ““The Chinese government is 

firmly opposed to any forms of official interaction between Taiwan and countries that have 

diplomatic relations with us, military exchanges and cooperation included,”57 

2.4.3 Key Terms 

● PRC – People’s Republic of China  

● ROC -  Republic of China  

● One China Principle  

● 1974 Starlight Defense Agreement  

● IDS – Indigenous Defense Submarine Program 

● SAF – Singaporean Armed Forces  

                                                            
55 http://singaporedaily.net/2016/12/01/singapores-top-secret-training-in-taiwan-project-starlight/  

56 http://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2050097/singapores-refusal-halt-military-

ties-taiwan-prompted  

57 http://thediplomat.com/2016/11/china-protests-singapores-military-exercise-with-taiwan/  

http://singaporedaily.net/2016/12/01/singapores-top-secret-training-in-taiwan-project-starlight/
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2050097/singapores-refusal-halt-military-ties-taiwan-prompted
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2050097/singapores-refusal-halt-military-ties-taiwan-prompted
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2.5 Myanmar Ethnic Conflict  

2.5.1 Historical Background  

Ethnic conflict in Myanmar stems back to the failed 1947 Panglong treaty, which would 

have established high levels of autonomy and pathways for independance for the various ethnic 

minorities in Myanmar. The treaty was never implemented after the assassination of Revolutionary 

Leader Aung San58 and a 1962 military coup.59 As a result disgruntled minority groups commenced 

hostilities against the government. Foremost among the groups fighting for independence or 

increased autonomy are the Kachin Independence Army(KIA), Karen National Union(KNU), 

Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army(MNDAA), and the Karenni Army.  

Economic and political protests inside Myanmar in the early 21st century as well as 

international pressure forced the ruling military junta(known as the Tatmawdaw) to accept political 

reforms. 2008 constitutional reforms paved the way for the NLD party to gain power, and form a 

government  in the 2015 elections. Thein Sein serves as president while General Aung Sun’s 

daughter: Daw Aung San leads the party and the nation from her position as State Counselor60 . 

The Tatmawdaw still wields massive influence and explicitly controls the “ministries of home, 

defense, and border affairs”61 

                                                            
58 http://www.oxfordburmaalliance.org/independence--general-aung-san.html  

59 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-pacific-12992883  

60 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-pacific-11685977  

61 http://thediplomat.com/2017/05/its-good-to-be-the-tatmadaw/  
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2.5.2 Current Situation 

The NLD government top priority is a National Ceasefire agreement and the “21st Century 

Panglong Peace conferences” are meant to achieve peace at last.62 Continued violence however 

has squashed the early burst of optimism and the PRC has become directly involved in the peace 

process in 2016 after a request from Naypyidaw, offering $3 Million for the peace talks and 

providing diplomatic support and hosting meetings between the Northern Alliance and the  

government. The army remains distrustful of PRC intentions but the rebel groups have mainly 

welcomed their support, with the KIA even calling for an entirely new peace process arbitrated by 

the PRC.63  

With respect to the conflict: 

● Hostilities with the KIA recommenced in 2011 and ceasefire attempts in 2013 and 2014 

failed to produce results. 87,000 people reside in internally displaced Kachin person 

camps64 

● Hostilities with the MNDAA have displaced 100,000 Kokang people, many of whom fled 

over the border to China.65 The plight of the refugees coupled with a 2015 air bombing 

that killed 5 Chinese citizens have inflamed PRC public opinion against the Myanmar 

government and there is massive pressure for the PRC to act more decisively to deal with 

this situation. 66 

                                                            
62 https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/03/20/peace-in-myanmar-depends-on-settling-centuries-

old-ethnic-conflicts/  

63 https://www.voanews.com/a/myanmar-peace-process-china/3746486.html  

64 https://frontiermyanmar.net/en/as-kachin-conflict-enters-sixth-year-trauma-and-misery-linger-for-

displaced-women  

65 http://thediplomat.com/2015/05/can-china-untangle-the-kokang-knot-in-myanmar/  

66 http://time.com/3745604/china-burma-kokang-myanmar/ 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/03/20/peace-in-myanmar-depends-on-settling-centuries-old-ethnic-conflicts/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/03/20/peace-in-myanmar-depends-on-settling-centuries-old-ethnic-conflicts/
https://www.voanews.com/a/myanmar-peace-process-china/3746486.html
https://frontiermyanmar.net/en/as-kachin-conflict-enters-sixth-year-trauma-and-misery-linger-for-displaced-women
https://frontiermyanmar.net/en/as-kachin-conflict-enters-sixth-year-trauma-and-misery-linger-for-displaced-women
http://thediplomat.com/2015/05/can-china-untangle-the-kokang-knot-in-myanmar/
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● A 2016 military crackdown in the Rakhine state against the Muslim Rohingya minority 

have led to international condemnation, with the UN Rapporteur on Human Rights calling 

the situation “crimes against humanity”67 and Nobel Laureate letters calling the 

government’s actions “ethnic cleansing.”6869 

2.5.3 Beijing Relations and Interests 

  Relations with Myanmar must be considered along two fronts, relations with the powerful 

Tatmadaw military establishment and relations with Naypyidaw:  aka Aung San and her NLD 

government.  

For example, our efforts to bring the Northern Alliance into the 21st Century Panlong Peace 

Conference talks greatly improved our relations with the Naypyidaw. However the Tatmawdaw 

considered the Northern Alliance groups as “non-dialogue partners” and is certainly not happy 

about Beijing’s efforts to bring them to the table.  

 

 

                                                            
67 http://thediplomat.com/2017/03/myanmars-rohingya-crackdown-crimes-against-humanity-top-un-official/  

68 http://pakobserver.net/myanmar-suppresses-truth/  

69 http://pakobserver.net/un-launches-probe-against-rohingyas-human-rights-abuses/  

http://thediplomat.com/2017/03/myanmars-rohingya-crackdown-crimes-against-humanity-top-un-official/
http://pakobserver.net/myanmar-suppresses-truth/
http://pakobserver.net/un-launches-probe-against-rohingyas-human-rights-abuses/
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Keeping both the Tatmawdaw and the Naypyidaw happy will ensure support of BRI 

initiatives in Myanmar. The main two projects to push for are the 3.6 Billion Myitsone dam70 

which was suspended in 

2011 after protests from 

Kachin locals, and the 7.3 

billion Kyaukpyu deep sea-

port.71 A finished 

Myitsonone dam would 

grant the PRC up to 90% of 

the produced energy while 

Kyaukpyu would provide a 

“future strategic base for 

power projection in the Bay 

of Bengal”72 73 

In addition if our diplomatic intervention leads to any success in the Panlong Peace 

Conference, this would not only stem the flow of displaced people into our borders and appease 

the calls to action from our people, but would also burnish our reputation as a mediator of conflicts 

and a benevolent presence in the region.  

                                                            
70 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/31/world/asia/myanmar-china-myitsone-dam-project.html?mcubz=3  

71 https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/Policy-Politics/Suu-Kyi-turns-to-unlikely-allies-in-peace-

process 

72 http://thediplomat.com/2017/07/unpacking-the-myanmar-commander-in-chiefs-grand-india-visit/  

73 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-silkroad-myanmar-port-exclusive-idUSKBN1811DF  

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/31/world/asia/myanmar-china-myitsone-dam-project.html?mcubz=3
http://thediplomat.com/2017/07/unpacking-the-myanmar-commander-in-chiefs-grand-india-visit/
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-silkroad-myanmar-port-exclusive-idUSKBN1811DF
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Despite our willingness to help a key ally and bring peace to the region, the PRC should 

take care to avoid the impression of aiding or supporting controversial actions by the Myanmar 

government, particularly the military crackdown in Rakhine, both to temper criticism domestically 

and internationally.  

2.5.4 Key Terms 

● Burma – Former name of the nation of Myanmar 

● CPB – Communist Party of Burma  

● KNU – Karen National Union 

● Tatmadaw – Myanmar Armed Forces 

● Naypyidaw (alternatively Nay Pyi Taw) – Capital of Myanmar as well as a moniker for the 

seat of government 

● MNDAA – Myanmar National Democratic National Alliance Army 

● KIA - Kachin Independence Army(KIA) 

● NLD – National League for Democracy\ 

2.6 Moro Conflict in the Philippines 

2.6.1 Historical Background  

The Moro people, Sunni ethnic collection of tribal groups, have fought for self 

determination since the 16th century.74 More recently the MNLF and the more radical splinter 

group MILF fight for the full implementation of the 1976 Triplo Agreement, Mroro representation 

in central political bodies, and the establishment of "a new sub-state that would control all aspects 

of governance except external defense, postal services, foreign relations and currency"75 In 2014, 

                                                            
74 http://www4.carleton.ca/cifp/app/serve.php/1392.pdf 

75 http://www4.carleton.ca/cifp/app/serve.php/1392.pdf 
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the Philippines government and MILF signed a final peace agreement titled the " Comprehensive 

Agreement on the Bangsamoro" however the exclusion of the MNLF in negotiations and the 

failure of the agreement in the senate throw the peace deal in jeopardy.7677 

In addition the NPA fights as the armed wing of the Communist Party of the Philippines for the 

overthrow of the government. In 2011, Beijing announced they no longer supported or had 

relations with either the CPP or the NPA.78 

2.6.2 Current Situation and Beijing Interests 

More recently the ISIL linked group Maute laid siege to the city of Marawe in May and 

despite an intensive campaign by the AFP to reclaim the city there still remains pockets of fighters 

clinging to the inner city neighborhoods.79 The siege has exposed severe gaps in the AFP 

intelligence and logistical capabilities80 as well as reinforced the frightening possibility of a 

renewed ISIL presence in the region. President Duterte has declared martial law and the siege has 

displaced over 300 thousand people.  

The June 2017 PRC donation of 3000 rifles and financial support for Marawi rehabilitation 

should be only the start of PRC support in the Marawi crisis. According to PRC ambassador Zhao: 

"[The donation] is a demonstration of our growing bilateral relationship. It's also a demonstration 

of a new era of friendly and cooperative relationship between our two militaries." President Duterte 

                                                            
76 http://thediplomat.com/2014/04/bangsamoro-peace-deal-for-mindanao-wheres-the-peace/# 

 

77 http://thediplomat.com/2015/06/philippine-peace-deal-suffers-another-blow/ 

78 http://globalnation.inquirer.net/21671/chinese-communist-party-says-it-has-disowned-local-rebels 

79 http://www.cnn.com/2017/06/25/asia/philippines-marawi-isis/index.html 

80 http://thediplomat.com/2017/08/battle-for-marawi-exposes-philippines-military-intelligence-crisis/ 

http://thediplomat.com/2014/04/bangsamoro-peace-deal-for-mindanao-wheres-the-peace/
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himself profusely thanked China for help in the crisis but the Philippines will need much more 

help to drive out ISIL and rehabilite the displaced people. 

2.6.3 Key Terms 

● MNLF – Moro National Liberation Front – Original rebel group  

● MILF – Moro Islamic Liberation Front  - Militant group that split from the MNLF  

● AFP – Armed forces of the Philippines 

● ARMM – Autonomous Region of Muslim Midanao 

● NPA - New People's Army  

● Marawi Crisis 

● 1976 Tripoli Agreement 

2.7 South Thailand Insurgency 81 

2.7.1 Historical Background  

Conflict in the southern part of Thailand goes back to the 1959 formation of the Patanni 

National Liberation Front as well as various splinter groups to fight for independence for the 

Patanni people. These pro-

independence groups 

fought the government 

with little success over the 

coming decades. An 

escalation of violence in 

the early 21st century has 

been largely attributed to a 

                                                            
81 https://www.irinnews.org/feature/2015/08/03/southern-thailand 
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change of tactics by the rebel groups and the emergence of the BRN-C as the most powerful of the 

militant groups. Since 2001 there have been " nearly 400 successful bombings, many more 

attempted bombings and more than 400 arson attacks."82 2013 peace talks with the BRN failed 

after the government refused to give desired concessions to the BRN83. Malaysia's diplomatic and 

logistical support allowed the militant groups to resume talks with the government in 2015 under 

the umbrella group: Mara Pattani. These talks continue today, without the BRN, however after the 

BRN demanded "the participation of third parties (international community) as witnesses and 

observers" as well as an impartial mediator. This means that any deal between Mara Pattani and 

the government will lack the support of the largest and most influential militant group.  

2.7.2 Current Situation and Beijing Interests  

Talks continue in Malaysia, however without the support of the BRN it is clear that they 

will not singlehandedly stem the violence in southern Thailand. The refusal of the Junta 

government to agree to the participation of third parties, shows that the PRC should be wary of 

attempting to intervene in the peace talks. Offering logistical support in the military crackdown 

against the militant groups however, might engender increased friendship between the two 

countries. This would be the optimum time to pursue relationships with the Thai government. 

Traditionally close to the U.S, post-2014 coup Thailand has been regarded as moving away from 

their traditional ally.84 First ever 2015 joint military exercises, 2017 progress on the 5.2 Billion 

                                                            
82 https://jamestown.org/program/a-breakdown-of-southern-thailands-insurgent-groups/#.VDvmdGfOJqk 

83 http://thediplomat.com/2017/07/no-end-in-sight-for-thailands-deadly-southern-insurgency/ 

84 http://thediplomat.com/2016/06/thailands-post-coup-foreign-policy-omnidirectional-or-directionless/ 
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USD BRI China-Thailand Rail Project85, and the strong possibility of a joint military production 

facility,86 all indicate a golden age in China-Thailand relations.  

2.7.3 Key Terms 

● Yala, Pattani and Narathiwat – Muslim Majority southern provinces 

● MARA Pattani – Umbrella organization for various Pattani militant groups including BRN, 

PULO, GIMP 

● BRN – Barisan Revolusi Nasional - Strongest militant group  

● PULO - Pattani United Liberation Organization 

● GIMP - Gaerakan Mujihideen, Islami Pattani 

2.8 Agriculture as an ACD Project Area 

2.8.1 Historical Background  

Agriculture became an ACD project area in 2006. China, along with Kazakhstan and Pakistan, 

took the lead in this project area. Agricultural cooperation in the form of food security, information 

sharing, and sustainable development would benefit the entire region.87 The official 2003 concept 

paper on agricultural cooperation laid out the PRC’s objectives in this regard: 88 

1) Promote effective cooperation among ACD countries 

2) Improve “knowledge and technological level… and [rural] living standards”  

                                                            
85 https://thediplomat.com/2017/08/china-thailand-rail-project-new-movement-old-problems/ 

86 http://thediplomat.com/2016/12/china-thailand-mull-joint-military-production-facility/ 

87 https://www.mei.edu/content/asia-cooperation-dialogue-acd-progress-and-potential  

88 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi
9offUj_7VAhUI64MKHe2CAxsQFggxMAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Facd-dialogue.org%2FAreas-of-
Cooperation%2FAgriculture%2F49.doc&usg=AFQjCNFMNTabUl008G0IRbOt-yaGHfQrUA  

https://www.mei.edu/content/asia-cooperation-dialogue-acd-progress-and-potential
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi9offUj_7VAhUI64MKHe2CAxsQFggxMAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Facd-dialogue.org%2FAreas-of-Cooperation%2FAgriculture%2F49.doc&usg=AFQjCNFMNTabUl008G0IRbOt-yaGHfQrUA
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi9offUj_7VAhUI64MKHe2CAxsQFggxMAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Facd-dialogue.org%2FAreas-of-Cooperation%2FAgriculture%2F49.doc&usg=AFQjCNFMNTabUl008G0IRbOt-yaGHfQrUA
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi9offUj_7VAhUI64MKHe2CAxsQFggxMAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Facd-dialogue.org%2FAreas-of-Cooperation%2FAgriculture%2F49.doc&usg=AFQjCNFMNTabUl008G0IRbOt-yaGHfQrUA
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3) Establish “exchanges in agricultural high-tech and continuously raise the agricultural 

productivity so as to ensure the food security.”  

4) “Strengthen exchanges of information in agricultural trade and promote the cooperation 

among agricultural institutions and enterprises.” 

Towards this end, the PRC hosted a 2006 ACD Agricultural Official’s Seminar and a 2008 

wholesale market in agriculture forum. A project area progress report laid out the following PRC 

recommendations89: 

● Practical training for the: “cultivation techniques of hybrid rice, aquaculture, mechanized 

operations in paddy rice fields, the demonstration projects of breeding pigs, dairy buffalo 

breeding and the control of trans-boundary bird flu.” 

● Emphasis on the “utilization of rural clean energy and renewable energy, protection of 

vegetation, surveillance of pesticide residues and early warning, prevention and control of 

natural disasters” 

● “more emphasis on the rural women employment, and increase the living standard and 

quality of rural people” 

2.8.2 Current Situation 

The 20 areas of cooperation in the ACD are being consolidated into “6 priority pillars.”90 

PRC pressure will be needed to ensure that the agricultural priorities stated above continue to be 

addressed under all the pillars particularly under Pillar 2: Science, Technology, and Innovation, 

and Pillar 4: Interrelation of Food, Energy and Water Security. 

                                                            
89 

http://globalsummitryproject.com.s197331.gridserver.com/archive/asia_cooperation_dialogue/www.acddi
alogue.com/cooperation_projects/Result_of_Prime/index.html  

90 http://www.acd-dialogue.org/areas-of-cooperations.html  

http://globalsummitryproject.com.s197331.gridserver.com/archive/asia_cooperation_dialogue/www.acddialogue.com/cooperation_projects/Result_of_Prime/index.html
http://globalsummitryproject.com.s197331.gridserver.com/archive/asia_cooperation_dialogue/www.acddialogue.com/cooperation_projects/Result_of_Prime/index.html
http://www.acd-dialogue.org/areas-of-cooperations.html
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Invitations to the annual China International Agricultural fair91 should be extended to ACD leaders 

and used as an opportunity to push action on increased cooperation.  

2.9 Resources  

2.9.1 SCS Dispute 

• United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea(UNCLOS): 

http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf 

• UNCLOS Overview - 

http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/convention_overview_convention.ht

m 

• 1958 Geneva Convention on the Law of the Sea: 

https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201006/volume-1006-I-14758-

English.pdf 

• Settlement of SCS Disputes: 

http://www.un.org/depts/los/nippon/unnff_programme_home/fellows_pages/fellows_pap

ers/nguyen_0506_vietnam.pdf 

• UNGA 70th Session: 70/235 Oceans and the Law of the Sea Resolution 

• http://www.un.org/en/ga/70/resolutions.shtml 

• Permanent Court of Arbitration(PCA) - South China Sea Arbitration (Republic of 

Philippines v. The Republic of China) : https://pca-cpa.org/wp-

content/uploads/sites/175/2016/07/PH-CN-20160712-Press-Release-No-11-English.pdf 

• ASEAN Declaration on the Conduct of Parties (DOC)  

                                                            
91 http://www.chinaagtradefair.com/ 

http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf
http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/convention_overview_convention.htm
http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/convention_overview_convention.htm
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201006/volume-1006-I-14758-English.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201006/volume-1006-I-14758-English.pdf
http://www.un.org/depts/los/nippon/unnff_programme_home/fellows_pages/fellows_papers/nguyen_0506_vietnam.pdf
http://www.un.org/depts/los/nippon/unnff_programme_home/fellows_pages/fellows_papers/nguyen_0506_vietnam.pdf
http://www.un.org/en/ga/70/resolutions.shtml
https://pca-cpa.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/175/2016/07/PH-CN-20160712-Press-Release-No-11-English.pdf
https://pca-cpa.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/175/2016/07/PH-CN-20160712-Press-Release-No-11-English.pdf
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• http://asean.org/?static_post=declaration-on-the-conduct-of-parties-in-the-south-china-

sea-2 

• China Island Building 

• http://time.com/4785577/south-china-sea-us-china-control/ 

• US Led FONOPs 

• http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/802922/South-China-Sea-Donald-Trump-war-

ships-China-North-Korea-islands   

2.9.2 Philippines Moro Conflict 

2.9.2.1 Summary 

• INDEPTH Moro Conflict Analysis(2012) : 

http://www4.carleton.ca/cifp/app/serve.php/1392.pdf 

• Moro Conflict Guide(2012): http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-17038024 

• Moro Conflict Timeline(2015): 

• http://peacebuilding.asia/brief-chronology-of-the-conflict-in-the-southern-philippines/ 

• http://news.abs-cbn.com/nation/regions/03/27/14/timeline-moro-history-southern-

philippines 

• Cost of war Infographics :( http://www.rappler.com/move-ph/issues/mindanao/107585-

marcos-aquino-cost-war-mindanao 

2.9.2.2 Beijing Interests 

• Duterte asking China to patrol ships around southern border to counter Piracy: 

http://thediplomat.com/2017/02/can-china-patrols-help-duterte-with-the-philippines-

islamic-state-fight/ 

http://asean.org/?static_post=declaration-on-the-conduct-of-parties-in-the-south-china-sea-2
http://asean.org/?static_post=declaration-on-the-conduct-of-parties-in-the-south-china-sea-2
http://time.com/4785577/south-china-sea-us-china-control/
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/802922/South-China-Sea-Donald-Trump-war-ships-China-North-Korea-islands
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/802922/South-China-Sea-Donald-Trump-war-ships-China-North-Korea-islands
http://www4.carleton.ca/cifp/app/serve.php/1392.pdf
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-17038024
http://peacebuilding.asia/brief-chronology-of-the-conflict-in-the-southern-philippines/
http://news.abs-cbn.com/nation/regions/03/27/14/timeline-moro-history-southern-philippines
http://news.abs-cbn.com/nation/regions/03/27/14/timeline-moro-history-southern-philippines
http://www.rappler.com/move-ph/issues/mindanao/107585-marcos-aquino-cost-war-mindanao
http://www.rappler.com/move-ph/issues/mindanao/107585-marcos-aquino-cost-war-mindanao
http://thediplomat.com/2017/02/can-china-patrols-help-duterte-with-the-philippines-islamic-state-fight/
http://thediplomat.com/2017/02/can-china-patrols-help-duterte-with-the-philippines-islamic-state-fight/
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• Beijing provides the Philippines millions in weapons and money for rehabilitation of 

Marawi: http://thediplomat.com/2017/06/the-truth-about-chinas-new-military-aid-to-the-

philippines/ 

• http://www.rappler.com/nation/174190-china-military-aid-guns-ammunition-philippines-

marawi-terrorism 

2.9.3 Myanmar Ethnic Conflict 

2.9.3.1 Summary 

• https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/03/20/peace-in-myanmar-depends-on-

settling-centuries-old-ethnic-conflicts/  

2.9.3.2 Beijing Interests 

• (2017) http://thediplomat.com/2017/08/how-china-is-courting-myanmar/ 

2.9.4 South Thailand Insurgency 

2.9.4.1 Summary 

• INDEPTH (2017) http://thediplomat.com/2017/07/no-end-in-sight-for-thailands-deadly-

southern-insurgency/ 

• (2017) http://thediplomat.com/2017/06/thailands-forgotten-insurgency/   

• (2017) http://www.reuters.com/article/us-thailand-insurgency-idUSKBN17D137?il=0  

2.9.4.2 Beijing Interests  

• Opportunity and challenges to pivot Thailand military procurement from America to 

China: INDEPTH (2016) http://thediplomat.com/2016/06/thailands-post-coup-foreign-

policy-omnidirectional-or-directionless/ 

• (2016) http://thediplomat.com/2016/12/china-thailand-mull-joint-military-production-

facility/  

 

http://thediplomat.com/2017/06/the-truth-about-chinas-new-military-aid-to-the-philippines/
http://thediplomat.com/2017/06/the-truth-about-chinas-new-military-aid-to-the-philippines/
http://www.rappler.com/nation/174190-china-military-aid-guns-ammunition-philippines-marawi-terrorism
http://www.rappler.com/nation/174190-china-military-aid-guns-ammunition-philippines-marawi-terrorism
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/03/20/peace-in-myanmar-depends-on-settling-centuries-old-ethnic-conflicts/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/03/20/peace-in-myanmar-depends-on-settling-centuries-old-ethnic-conflicts/
http://thediplomat.com/2017/08/how-china-is-courting-myanmar/
http://thediplomat.com/2017/07/no-end-in-sight-for-thailands-deadly-southern-insurgency/
http://thediplomat.com/2017/07/no-end-in-sight-for-thailands-deadly-southern-insurgency/
http://thediplomat.com/2017/06/thailands-forgotten-insurgency/
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-thailand-insurgency-idUSKBN17D137?il=0
http://thediplomat.com/2016/06/thailands-post-coup-foreign-policy-omnidirectional-or-directionless/
http://thediplomat.com/2016/06/thailands-post-coup-foreign-policy-omnidirectional-or-directionless/
http://thediplomat.com/2016/12/china-thailand-mull-joint-military-production-facility/
http://thediplomat.com/2016/12/china-thailand-mull-joint-military-production-facility/
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3 Topic 3 – Special Topics in Domestic Affairs  

3.1 Overview 

 Amongst the array of international challenges the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 

currently faces, a multiplicity of challenges is arising within its borders. A lack of arable land 

relative to the size of the Chinese population has always made agricultural self-sufficiency 

difficult. Climate change will exacerbate the inability to produce enough food and will 

significantly decrease agricultural output in the future. As such, the PRC must lead the Asian 

Cooperation Dialogue (ACD) by example with innovative policy solutions that can lead itself and 

the region to greater food security. In addition to expanding agricultural output, the PRC will need 

to promote the economic growth that it has enjoyed for the last two decades. Leadership must be 

careful in balancing rural and urban divides as well as the Liberal vs Marxist divides within the 

Communist Party of China (CPC) as the economy transitions from low-tech manufacturing to a 

high-tech market economy. Finally, the CPC must address political dissent in various parts of 

China, from the traditional Han core, the outlying region of Tibet, to the separatist Chinese Taipei 

and cyberspace, all of which threaten vital Chinese security concerns. 

3.2 Historical Background 

3.2.1 Agriculture 

After emerging victorious from the Chinese Civil War in 1949, the CPC under the 

leadership of Mao Zedong began to form a hardline socialist state. Massive land redistribution 

occurred following the war, transferring much of the land ownership from landlords to over 300 

million farmers. By 1956, the government nationalized the farms and took ownership of all land, 
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creating large state operated farms.92 Only two years later in 1958, Mao enacted the Great Leap 

Forward, which brought a variety of reforms, including an end to personal farming and the 

consolidation of land into large communes.  The campaigns ultimately failed and resulted in the 

Great Chinese Famine between 1959 and 1961 in which the government estimates 15 million 

deaths occurred.93 The Great Leap forward ended in 1962 and, although private land was 

reinstated, communes remained in place until the liberal reforms of 1978 under Deng Xiaoping. 

Among these liberal reforms were the Family Production Responsibility System in which 

communes were dissolved and individual farmers were given quotas that they had to meet in return 

for government assistance with tools, draft animals, seeds, etc.94 By 1984 the quota system ended 

and now farmers can make voluntary contracts with the government; by 1993, 90% of agricultural 

products were sold at market determined prices. 95 

3.2.2 Political Dissent 

The CPC government of the PRC has always been sensitive to dissent from pro-democratic 

voices or those of ethnic and religious minorities in the outlying regions of the PRC. In 1959, 

Tibetans revolted against the PRC Government, rejecting the 1951 Seventeen Point Agreement, 

claiming that the cession of Tibetan Sovereignty was signed under duress. The revolt lasted until 

1962 until the Tibetan forces were subdued by the PRC, a conflict that resulted in 85,000 

casualties.96 Another example of the CPC encouraging national unity and social stability was the 

cessation of the Democracy Wall dissenters in 1979. In 1978, pro-democratic dissenters in Beijing 

posted writings claiming that democracy ought to be a 5th Modernization in Deng Xiaoping’s “4 
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Modernizations Campaign”. The dissent was allowed but eventually as protestors became bolder 

and criticized one party rule, they were stopped by the government.97 The most controversial 

ending of protests in China occurred in 1989 when hundreds of thousands of student 

“counterrevolutionaries” gathered for pro-democratic protests in Tiananmen Square. The People’s 

Liberation Army was forced to defend itself from the counterrevolutionaries and end the 

demonstrations, but western sources claim that the Communist Government forcefully shut down 

peaceful protests and killed hundreds or thousands of people.98 Most recently, protests in Hong 

Kong known as the “Umbrella Movement” erupted against proposed electoral reforms from the 

central government in Beijing. The PRC Central Government holds that the protests were 

instigated by Western actors and were a violation of the rule of law. Violence occurred over the 

three months of protests and in the end, no concessions were made to the protestors.99 The most 

challenging case of political dissent for the CPC remains the situation in Chinese Taipei, or the 

self-styled and illegitimate Republic of China. In 1949, after the victory of the CPC, the Chinese 

Nationalist Party, the KMT, fled to Taiwan. The KMT Government proclaimed itself the Republic 

of China and claimed the island of Taiwan and the entirety of mainland China. In the 1980’s, the 

PRC proposed a “One State, Two Systems” approach but it was rejected. Taiwan proclaimed the 

war between the ROC and the PRC over in 1991, but the PRC passed a secession act in 2005 that 

authorized the use of “non-peaceful means” should Taiwan declare independence. In 1979, the 

PRC and the US agreed to the “One China Policy” in which the US severed formal relations with 
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Taiwan. Although formal relations have ended, the US Congress allows arms sales to Taiwan 

under the Taiwan Relations Act.100 

3.2.3 Promoting Economic Growth 

When the PRC was initially founded by Mao in 1949, hardline socialist economic 

principles were adopted. As the Chinese economy grew throughout the latter half of the 20th 

century however, a trend of liberalizing the economy on capitalistic principles has emerged. At the 

outset of the PRC, the Marxist and Leninist ideals of equality of prosperity were practiced through 

the nationalization of industries and the collectivization of farms. The reversal of these policies 

began after the failed Great Leap Forward and the Great Chinese famine, which was caused by 

loss in productivity in sectors that were no longer private. Voices in China started calling for 

economic liberalization and in 1978, Deng Xiaoping began carrying out reforms known as 

“Socialism with Chinese Characteristics.” The first phase of the reforms was the opening of special 

economic zones in Shenzhen, Shantou, Zhuhai, and Xiamen, the dismantling of agricultural 

communes, and allowing private businesses. The second phase of the reforms were in the late 

1980’s and early 1990’s in which many state owned industries became privatized, and price 

controls, protectionist policies, and many regulations were lifted.101 

3.3 Current Situation 

3.3.1 Agriculture 

China has over 300 million farmers who own small farms, which is a form of social security 

in the PRC. The agricultural sector will have many challenges to overcome in the future such as 

supply chain inefficiencies and environmental challenges, but opportunities exist in international 

trade and expanding investment in emerging economies such as Africa.  
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3.3.2 Supply Chain Inefficiencies 

One of the biggest challenges facing Chinese farmers are supply chain inefficiencies, both 

in logistics and communication. Farmers are often unaware of what the highest demand products 

are from year to year so they will shift production to the most profitable crop from the year before. 

This creates highly unstable prices and food supplies are constantly in flux. 102 Furthermore, 

approximately 25% of agricultural products rot before reaching market, compared to 5% in 

developed countries. This causes farmers to make less profit as they pay for the inefficiencies of 

distributors. This leads to many farmers breaking even or operating at a loss and unable to invest 

in equipment that would increase their yields.103  

3.3.3 Environmental Challenges 

As for environmental challenges, one of the biggest problems are unsustainable use of 

aquifers which some cause significant decline in grain production some years.104 Chinese 

agricultural output is projected to decline by 14-23% by 2050 because of this water shortage and 

climate change.105 Finally, the growth of cities is encroaching on rural farmland and subsequently 

displacing rural farmers who are forced to migrate and work in manufacturing jobs in the cities.106  

3.3.4 International Trade 

In recent years, China has become the world’s largest importer of agricultural products. 

This position as the largest market for food imports will allow the PRC to shape the international 

agricultural economy through its domestic policies regarding genetically modified crops, growth 
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hormones and other nontariff barriers more than any bilateral deals will. As the EU and US 

negotiate bilateral trade deals including agricultural products, the PRC has done little because US 

farmers increasingly see access to Chinese markets as more important than access to domestic or 

European markets.107 A challenge that faces the PRC will be balancing production of highly 

profitable cash crops and the less profitable cereal crops that are necessary for food security and 

independence.108 An opportunity the PRC can utilize is investment in Africa. Africa has 60% of 

the world’s arable land and could become a key source of Chinese agricultural products.109 

3.3.5 Political Dissent 

Protests and dissent in the PRC are caused by a range of factors including alleged 

corruption, forced evictions, human rights violations, environmental concerns, and violation of 

ethnic, religious, and civil rights.  

3.3.6 Dissent in Practice 

The Constitution of the PRC gives citizens freedom of speech, press, association, 

procession and demonstration. At times, the government is forced to curb these rights to uphold 

“social stability.”110 As well as granting these rights to citizens, the constitution also calls upon 

them to oppose those who oppose the Chinese socialist system or seek to undermine it. Article 105 

of the Criminal Code is often used to prosecute those who try to subvert the state or the socialist 

system.111 Most protesting in China is done through means known as “rightful resistance,” which 
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are petitions, activist lawyers, court systems, or demonstrations.112 A failure of rightful resistance 

methods can often lead to more public and violent demonstrations. 113 

3.3.7 Separatist Movement in Tibet 

In 1951, the PRC took control of Tibet when a Tibetan delegation signed the Seventeen 

Point Agreement. The official stance of the PRC is that the annexation was a peaceful liberation 

of Tibet, which the PRC claims was under Chinese control for seven hundred years.114 In 1959, 

the theocratic leader of Tibet known as the Dalai Lama fled the country, setting up an illegitimate 

government in exile in India that presses its claim to legitimacy to this day.115 The Tibet issue is 

very sensitive to the PRC as it is vital to the security of the Han core region. The headwaters of 

many regional rivers such as the Brahmaputra, Mekong, and Yellow Rivers are in the Tibetan 

Plateau. As well as water security, Tibet provides nearly impenetrable geographic barriers and 

strategic depth.116 Since the 1959 Tibetan Uprising, many Tibetans have been vocal critics of PRC 

rule and still accept the Dalai Lama as the legitimate ruler of Tibet. This Free Tibet movement also 

has popularity in many western countries and is a source of criticism of the PRC. Self-immolation 

is a popular technique with Tibetans to voice opposition and gain publicity.117 To the PRC, a free 

Tibet would be a strategic disaster and could fuel the separatist movements in Inner Mongolia, 

Manchuria, and especially Xinjiang.  
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3.3.8 Chinese Taipei Separatists 

Taiwan currently stands in unclear legal territory. It is autonomous insofar as it has a 

constitution, democratically elected officials, and 300,000 active duty military, but it has not 

formally declared independence. The PRC has a desire for eventual integration of Taiwan into the 

PRC. The KMT in party in Taiwan is pro-integration but the Democratic Progressive Party which 

is in power leans towards independence. The United States is a looming question mark as it has 

close ties to Taiwan but it is unclear how much they would risk to protect Taiwan.118 It should be 

noted that Taiwan poses a strategic challenge as it helps the containment of China under the Island 

Chain Strategy and could threaten mainland China if used as an “unsinkable aircraft carrier” by 

the US. The PRC most likely doesn’t have a realistic plan for an amphibious invasion of the 

island.119 

3.3.9 Falun Gong Protests 

Falun Gong is a meditational exercise with a Buddhist philosophy that became popular in 

China in the 1980’s and 1990’s and current estimates put the number of practitioners at 70 

million.120 The group is largely critical of the CPC and faced government retaliation for their 

disruptive and counterrevolutionary ideology. In 1999, they began a series of large scale sit-ins 

and demonstrations which caused CPC leadership to begin using coercive practices ad 

imprisonment to end the group.121 In 2004, they ended the public demonstrations but still work to 

subvert the Socialist system of the PRC. 
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3.3.10 Online Dissent 

In the PRC, online communication is heavily monitored and censored. Administrators on 

communication platforms can remove dissenting views. Despite efforts to prevent harmful 

ideologies from being spread, many dissenters are using online methods because of relative 

anonymity compared to offline actions.122 To curb this, the PRC has blocked many western sites 

such as Facebook, YouTube, and Gmail.123 

3.3.11 Promoting Economic Growth 

The PRC has seen unprecedented economic growth since the 1978 reforms and is currently 

the world’s second largest economy in the world, and on track to overtake the United States within 

the 21st century. The Shanghai Stock Market is the 3rd largest in the world in terms of market 

capitalization and the PRC consumes over half the world’s aluminum and almost half of the 

world’s nickel, copper, zinc, tin, and steel. In recent years, the PRC has been expanding its 

international trade, forging multilateral trade deals such as the Regional Comprehensive Economic 

Partnership, joining the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, and creating bilateral trade 

agreements with Pakistan, Switzerland, Singapore, and many others. The Asian Infrastructure and 

Investment Bank is also a Chinese backed international bank that has support from the World Bank 

and IMF.124 The Chinese “One Belt One Road” initiative is also a key plan to improve 

infrastructure in east and central Asia and could be an economic and strategic boon for the PRC. 

125As the Chinese economy grows, the PRC must find a way to reconcile its capitalist polices with 

its socialist identity. The biggest hurdles for the PRC will be the transition from a low-tech 
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manufacturing economy to a high-tech economy and ensuring that new wealth is able to reach 

remote rural areas rather than just the urban elite. 

3.4 Bloc Positions 

3.4.1 Rural vs Urban 

  An emerging dividing line in China is between rural farmers and urban industrialists. 

Farmers continue to have low profits and a chronic inability to invest in new technology while 

cities have grown rapidly and the wealth that new economic growth has created has largely 

remained along the coast.126 Growing cities have also displaced farmers from their land, forcing 

them into migrant labor positions in urban manufacturing, as well as polluting land that was once 

suitable for farming.127 Keeping that in mind, urban consumer markets still pose the biggest 

opportunities for economic growth.  

3.4.2 Socialist vs Capitalist 

There has been growing division within the Communist Party as to just how communist it 

should be. PRC leader Xi Jinping has been spearheading an anti-corruption campaign with desires 

to improve the ideological purity of the party.128 Along these economic lines are political lines. 

There has been a growing voice for more hand’s off government and removing the vetting process 

for political candidates, while others fear that if the CPC strays too far from the path of Marxism 

that it would lose legitimacy among the Chinese people. While most of this is inter-CPC politics, 

it should be noted that there are other parties in Chinese politics that must accept the supremacy 

of the CPC.129 
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3.4.3 Separatist Movements 

The CPC must be sure to quell separatist movements in regions such as Tibet and Taiwan 

that feel they are not legitimately ruled by the PRC, but at the same time, must be careful not to 

incite further violence. These separatist movements also have the support of many western 

countries. Tibet feels that its religious and ethnic rights have been violated, so the PRC will have 

to find a way to fit them or force them into the PRC system.  

3.5 Discussion Questions 

3.5.1 Agriculture 

• How can this body promote investment in modern and efficient farming methods as well 

as increase the livelihood of farmers? 

• How can this body promote sustainable resource use and prevent the effects of climate 

change on the agricultural industry? 

• What can this body do to balance food security and food independence with economic 

benefits of nonessential foods. 

• What should the future of the PRC be regarding international food trade, regulations, and 

barriers? 

3.5.2 Containing Dissent 

• How can the CPC respond to legitimate criticism and improve the petition process while 

still retaining control?  

• How far should the central government go in limiting civil liberties to promote social 

stability? 

• What can the PRC do to maintain control over Tibet amongst international and domestic 

pressure? 
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• What should the PRC do to ensure that Taiwan is eventually integrated into mainland 

China.  

3.5.3 Promoting Economic Growth 

• How can the PRC distribute wealth into regions that have not seen the growth of coastal 

cities? 

• What reforms will the Chinese economy need as it moves towards a high-tech consumer 

economy? 

• How should China balance the desire for economic growth with its socialist past? 

3.6 Key Words 

3.6.1 Agriculture 

• SPS (Sanitary and Phytosanitary) Measures 

• Nontariff Barriers 

• GMO (Genetically Modified Organism) 

• ACD (Asia Cooperation Dialogue) 

• WTO (World Trade Organization) 

3.6.2 Containing Dissent 

• Criminal Code Article 105 

• Charter 08 

• Dalai Lama 

• Rightful Resistance 

• First Island Chain 

3.6.3 Promoting Economic Growth 

• Special Economic Zones 
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• Renminbi 

• Socialism with Chinese Characteristics 

• RCEP (Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership) 

• AIIB (Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank) 
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